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A few words, with your permission, about remembrance. Today is Memorial Day – 

but we are a nation that remembers every day, on all days, beginning with the 

historical memory of a people uprooted from its homeland, remembering the Exodus 

from Egypt and the dream of returning to our homeland.  

Then, following the Holocaust, we remember the dead in the ghettos, the death 

marches, the extermination camps. And then, after returning to the land, we still had 

to fight for our homeland and bury our dead. So, we remember those who fell in war, 

in battle, in terrorist attacks. The family remembers, as do relatives and friends. The 

class remembers, and the school. The unit remembers, the brigade, the corps. And the 

state remembers: the city, the kibbutz, the moshav. A circle of remembrance unlike 

anything of its kind in the world.  

Having said that – some have remained outside this circle. A rather small group of 

men and women who have been hidden from view for almost sixty years. And it is of 

these people that we should speak today, on the eve of Memorial Day. 

The story begins a little to the west of here, on Mount Herzl. A mountain that is an 

entire country’s hall of remembrance. In April 2003, exactly fifteen years ago, we 

cleared the Linking Trail between Yad Vashem and Mount Herzl. A trail that begins 

at the entrance to Yad Vashem, and concludes at the Great Leaders of the Nation Plot. 

A short yet highly symbolic trail that for the first time made the connection between 

exile and homeland, between vision and state, between Holocaust and rebirth. 

However, when we marked the trail on the map, something was still missing: the 

personal, human aspect that would give the trail a face and identity of its own. But 

where do we find it? Then came a lecture by Hanna Yablonka who talked about 

Holocaust survivors in the War of Independence. Among the survivors, Dr. Yablonka 

noted, there were some who survived the Holocaust but lost their entire family, men 

and women who immigrated to Palestine, enlisted in the army, and fell in battle. She 

also had a name for them: “Netzer Acharon,” or Last of Kin. 

A long time has passed since then, but I still remember those words, like a punch to 

my stomach. And the thought that immediately follows: When these people died, their 

family line ended with them. An entire family that was and is no more! And these 

people have no one to remember them. Not one person in the world to mention them. 

And suddenly it is so clear and simple. Suddenly you understand that the only ones 

who can do this for them – who must do this for them – is us. 

At that moment we found what we were missing. The missing human aspect. Because 

these people were there, and they had been through it all: the ghettos, extermination 

camps, immigrant ships, the homes they built for themselves here, in their homeland, 

weapons training in the Palmach, the Haganah, fighting in the hills and on the roads, 

sometimes literally fighting for their home. When they died, these people became a 

bridge between Holocaust and rebirth. And if they are the bridge, then what could be 



more fitting than building a memorial for them on the trail between Yad Vashem and 

Mount Herzl? 

At that point, fifteen years ago, we began our investigations. How many such people 

were there? Where were they born? Where did they grow up? What had their life been 

like? Thus, alongside the investigation, we began writing the book – a memorial book 

to the Last of Kin, each one with a portrait photograph and their life story. 

We concluded our investigations with 145 names of men and women – the Netzer 

Acharon list (today, fourteen years later, there are 151 names on the list). The names 

are engraved on a stone slab in the monument that was built on the mountain. But, 

with your permission, let us return to 2003 – because now there is a trail, and there is 

a monument, but one question still remains: How can we bring these forgotten people 

into the public’s consciousness? And how do we bring the younger generation here, to 

Mount Herzl? 

This is how the Linking Trail March was born. It began the following year, in the 

spring of 2004, and has been held every year since, between Holocaust Remembrance 

Day and Memorial Day. A march that is a journey through time: from diaspora to 

state, from Holocaust to rebirth, from destruction to hope. 

A journey that begins in the Valley of the Communities, continues to HaKaron 

Monument, Warsaw Ghetto Square, and the Holocaust Memorial, then along the 

Linking Trail to Mount Herzl, to the “illegal” immigrant memorial, the memorial for 

the Yishuv paratroopers who fell in Europe, and the Great Leaders of the Nation Plot. 

Every year, we conclude the march at the Netzer Acharon Memorial. Fourteen years 

ago, we began with 1200 students. In this year’s march, 5000 students marched 

concurrently along five trails – from Nahariya in the north to Kibbutz Negba in the 

south, and to this city, Jerusalem. Five thousand students from all over the country 

came to visit the Last of Kin and say to them: You are not alone. We are here to 

remember you – and now you are with us, with all of us, in the nation’s circle of 

remembrance.  

 

 


